
GOING OUTDOORS AT HOME TIPS by Roger Urbaniak 

It is fun to go on long outdoor outings and see new sights, but getting outdoors at home can be fun plus 
a lot easier to accomplish.  It is a lot easier to grab a few minutes outdoor by just stepping out the door 
than having to drive a few hours first to start the enjoyment.  I notice that my mood improves as soon as 
I feel the fresh air, even when what I am doing outdoors might appear as work to some people.  Even 
toil is fun for me if the reward is taking in fresh air while doing it. A good attitude towards the task helps.   

With an intent of sharing the many excuses that I find to go into the yard, I hope to give my readers 
possibly a few activities that they may have not tried yet that ultimately result in making everyone tan 
and smiling by the end of summer. 

Gardens take a lot of time and are rewarding with the scenery they provide.  My wife Linda is quite 
accomplished with ours and has one flower emerging as another fades and goes to seed.  I help by 
applying compost that I make from mixing grass with leaves, coffee grounds and vegetable leftovers.  I 
usually purchase several bags of steer manure to add each year also and make the soil rich with it.  
Learning what weeds need pulling helps and ends with more enjoyment of the flowers.  Landscaping 
with shrubs, rockery, fences, and yard art develops our artistic side while resulting in pleasant viewing. 
Photos from a camera or drones help remember your yard as it changes with changing blooms.   

Trees and shrubs tend to need trimming plus pruning, while larger wood pieces can be used in the 
fireplace.  Gathering wood, splitting and stacking helps warm me even with no fire burning.  Backyard 
ponds provide fun viewing plus help maintain wildlife interest in the yard.  Birds and even bees drink 
from the pond and are attracted by a gushing fountain.  Keeping the raccoons, heron, crows or owls 
from attacking my goldfish continuously keeps me on my toes.  Our ravine is a magnate for lots of 
wildlife with some needing training.  Deer. Squirrels, raccoons, rats and rabbits have felt the sting of 
pellets from my slingshot when they dig up the garden and now mostly choose to feed elsewhere. We 
encourage birds however with birdfeeders, birdhouses and birdbaths. Seeing hummingbirds just outside 
the bedroom window is a pleasant way to start the day and having a variety of birdfeeders adds to the 
action.  Squirrels are fun to watch too, but be careful of attracting too many.  They like to dig up yards to 
bury their food. Pets like to play in the yard too.  Cleaning up after them is another outdoor opportunity. 

Rather than hiring others, I choose to paint and maintain the exterior of my home myself.  I have even 
discovered how to apply roof coat on our flat roof to keep the house cooler and make the roof last 
longer. Keeping downspouts open, and water flowing into rain barrels for later garden use makes sense. 
Having hobbies like rock gathering and fishing allow me to fine tune my outings in the yard as I clean fish 
or line flower beds or pond with polished rocks.  Games are fun to add to the yard too.  Bean bag 
tossing, horseshoes, darts, or other skill games offer our visitors a chance to join us, while archery or 
slingshot targets keep personal skills sharp.  Adding fun and games to our outdoor tasks improves our 
attitude, while performing maintenance tasks saves us money.  Don’t forget to try dining on the patio 
with outdoor barbeque during the summer.  It is a good chance to watch the goldfish or hummingbirds 
plus plan your next defense against the squirrels, vowels, raccoons, and the other mischief makers.   

 

 


